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Barton market

Item 1: George Baker for the tenor of the said William
Item 2: Thomas Cook for the rent
Item 3: Edward Johnson for the rent
Item 4: John of the same Edward for a rabbit
Item 5: John of the same Edward for a suit of linsey
Item 6: John of the same Edward for a shirt
Item 7: John of the same Edward for a pair of boots
Item 8: John of the same Edward for a hat
Item 9: John of the same Edward for a belt
Item 10: John of the same Edward for a sword
Item 11: John of the same Edward for a pair of shoes
Item 12: John of the same Edward for a pair of gloves
Item 13: John of the same Edward for a pair of mittens
Item 14: John of the same Edward for a pair of stockings
Item 15: John of the same Edward for a pair of breeches
Item 16: John of the same Edward for a pair of hose
Item 17: John of the same Edward for a pair of gloves
Item 18: John of the same Edward for a pair of mittens
Item 19: John of the same Edward for a pair of stockings
Item 20: John of the same Edward for a pair of hose

Breadfield for George

Item 1: John of the same Edward for a suit of hose
Item 2: John of the same Edward for a suit of jacket
Item 3: John of the same Edward for a suit of breeches
Item 4: John of the same Edward for a suit of stockings
Item 5: John of the same Edward for a suit of hose
Item 6: John of the same Edward for a suit of jacket
Item 7: John of the same Edward for a suit of breeches
Item 8: John of the same Edward for a suit of stockings
Item 9: John of the same Edward for a suit of hose
Item 10: John of the same Edward for a suit of jacket
Item 11: John of the same Edward for a suit of breeches
Item 12: John of the same Edward for a suit of stockings
Item 13: John of the same Edward for a suit of hose

All 1650 Ventnor was twenty-eight years of age, and died by the year

By the hand of

End of sale